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EXISTENCE AND ADJOINT THEOREMS FOR LINEAR
STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

VIRGINIA M. WARFIELD

This paper contains three theorems on linear stochastic
differential equations, where the differential equations are
given in terms of McShane's first and second order related
integrals. The first, which is modelled on the classical Picard
Theorem, concerns the existence of solutions, the second gives
boundedness of their moments, and the third provides them
with adjoints. The Adjoint Theorem has the interesting pro-
perty that its formulation requires the second order integral
even when the original differential equation involves only the
more standard first order integral.

To guarantee the existence of the belated integrals (as defined
in [4]), we have universally the following hypotheses:

(1) (Ω, jxζ P) is a probability triple, where J / is a σ-algebra
of subsets of Ω.

(2) (^7: 0 ^ t £ T) is a family of σ-subalgebras of Jtf such if
O ^ s ^ ί ^ Γ , then J^Γ S J^7.

(3) zp(t, ω), (|0 = l, •••, r) are stochastic processes on [0, T],
and if t e [0, T], then zp(t, ω) is ^-measurable.

(4) There exist real numbers Klf K2, K4 such that if 0 ^ s ^
t £ T, then

- #(8)] \jr8)\ti m - s) a.s.

a) (c = 2, 4) a.s.

Also universally, we use the term L2-norm and the notation || | |
to mean L2-norm with respect to expectation.

Under these hypotheses, an application of Picard's method enables
us to prove the following theorem:

THEOREM 1. Suppose yι((*))(% = 1, •••, n) is ^-measurable and
cU(t> ω) and Cpσa(t, ω) (i = 1, , n; p, σ = 1, , r) are bounded sto-
chastic processes continuous in probability a.e. on [0, T], and such
that c\a{t, •) and C}σa(t, •) are ^-measurable. Then the following
system of equations has a solution

X% ω) = y%ω) + ( * Σ <£β(β, o))X«(s,
J0P,a

+ Γ Σ C;,a(s, ω)Xa(s, ω)dz"dz".
JO P,σ,aJO P,
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Furthermore, the solution is continuous in L2-norm and is unique
in the sense that if X(t, ω) and Y(t, ω) are two solutions of the
system with the same initial distribution y(co), then for all t e [0, T],

\\X{t,ω)- Y(t,ω)|| = 0.

If one ignores the second integral (the second order term) in
(*), then the equation bears some resemblance to the equation dis-
cussed in §3.2 of [2]:

dx = e(x)db + f(x)dt .

Differences are that his integration is Itδ integration—i.e., b is
Brownian motion—and his coefficients e and / need not be linear, but
cannot be stochastic. A further apparent difference is the result of
the following device:

Device. Any equation of the form

a'(s) = [/% x)dt + (8 Σ Qp(t9 x)dzp

J J 0 1
Jα jθ,σ=l

can be written in the form

»'(«) = Γ Σ 9*p(t, x)dzp + Γ Σ GU(t, x)dzpdzσ .
Jα i°=l Ja p,a—l

This we do by defining zr

p

+1(t) to be equal to t for all t e [α, 6], gi+1(t, x)
to be f\t, x), and Gi+Uσ{t, x) and Gj,,r+i(ί, x) to be zero for p, σ =
i, •••, r ί e [α, &].

Consequently, writing out the terms involving integration with
respect to t is an unnecessary complication, so our theorems are
stated without them.

McShane also has several theorems on existence of solutions for
the equation with nonlinear coefficients (see, e.g., [4]), but in all
cases the coefficients must be real-valued functions rather than
random variables.

The remaining theorems require two additional hypotheses:
(5) l im^o ess. sup E([zp(t) - zp(s)]c | jQ/( ί - s)2 = 0 uniformly

on [α, b] for c = 6, 8.
( 6) A\P(t, ω), BiPσ(t9 ω)(ί,h = l, , n; p, a = 1, , r) are pro-

cesses adapted to ά?~ which are bounded on [α, b] for a.a.ω, continu-
ous in probability on [α, δ], and have a.s. continuous sample paths.

We also make heavy use of the following two equations:

I. x% ω) = x\a, ω) + Γ Σ AhP(s, ω)xh{sy ω)dzp

J α h,ρ

+ \* Σ BU.(8, ω)x\s, ω)dz"dz°
Jα h,ρ,σ
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II. y% ω) = y\a, ω) - Γ Σ A%{s, ω)yh(s, ω)dz»
Ja h,ρ

+ Γ Σ \-B%o{s, ω) + Σ Ah

k0(s, ω)AUs, ω)\y\s,
Ja hpσ L fc=l J

THEOREM 2. Assume hypotheses (l)-(6) hold. Then if x(t, ω) is
a solution of equation I with x(a, ω) bounded for a.a.ω, then there
is a constant R depending only on the bounds for A\p and B\pa and
on the constants Kl9 K2, K4 in hypothesis 4 such that for all t e [a, b]

% ω)Y} ^ RE{max [x\a, ω)]4} .
i

An immediate generalization of this theorem is the following:

COROLLARY. For any q, if we add on the hypothesis that

limess. sup *"* w * κ*n ι^s> = 0 uniformly on [a, b] ,
t->s (t — S)2

we can find a constant R such that

E{[x% ω)]g} ^ RE{max [x^a, ω)]9} .

THEOREM 3. (Adjoint Theorem): Assume that hypotheses (l)-(6)
hold and that x(a, ω) and y(a, ω) are bounded for a.a.ω. Suppose
x*(t, o>) is a solution of equation I. Then there exists a stochastic
process y*(t, co) such that for any t e [a, b]

n n

Σ «*(*, oήy^t, ω) = Σ α*(α, o))y*(a, ω) a.s.

yι(t, ώ) can be obtained as a solution of II.

Note that even in the event that x(t, ω) has no second order
integral terms its adjoint must have them.

The Adjoint Theorem is used in [8] to derive a stochastic ver-
sion of the Pontryagin Maximum Principle. If one tries to follow
the derivation in [7] making everything stochastic as one goes, one
is led to an expression involving integration with respect to back-
wards Brownian motion (cf. [1]). Since integration with respect to
backwards Brownian motion is undefined, this creates an unpleasant
situation. Our Adjoint Theorem allows us to use the basic structure
of Pontryagin's derivation to achieve a set of Lagrange multipliers
without getting involved with backwards Brownian motion. There
is, however, the drawback that instead of an initial condition we
must use a terminal condition.
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In order to prove Theorem I, we need the following result from
[4]:

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose hypotheses (l)-(4) hold for zι and z2 and
suppose f(t, ω) has the following property:
I2: for all t e [α, b], f(t, ω) e L2(Ω, S$ζ P); || /(*) (|2 is bounded on [a, b]
and f is a.e. (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) continuous in L2-norm on
[a, b]. Then the integrals

f{t)dzι and \ f(t)dzιdz2 exist .
a Ja

For Theorems 1 and 2 we need to use Cauchy polygons and their
relationship to stochastic integrals. Our definition, which follows, is
parallel to that of McShane in [5]. It differs very slightly from
McShane's more recent version as it appears in [6] or that of
Maruyama in [3].

Let π denote an ordered (m + l)-tuple of points (tly •• ,tm+1)
with α = *! < ί2 < < ίw+1 = b. We define

mesh π = max [th+1 — th: h — i, , m] .

Then to the differential equation

x% ω) = y\ω) + Γ Σ 4«(t, o))xa{tf ω)dzp

Ja pa

+ Γ Σ CUJί, ω)x%t, ω)dz?dz°,
Ja a pa

there corresponds a Cauchy polygon xπ(t, ω) defined by successive
steps as follows:

(i) χ\a, ω) = y\ω)
(ii) if xπ has been defined for t on [α, th], we define

1> ω) - x%tk, ω) + Σ c*pa(tk9 co)x%th,
pa

+ Σ C Uh, <o)xζ(th, a>)[z»(th+1) - «*(«»)][«•(«*«) - z°(th)]

and for th <t < th+1 we define xπ{t, ω) by linear interpolation between
xx(th9 ω) and xπ(th+ι, ώ).

Theorem 4 in [5] states hypotheses under which to every ε there
corresponds a δ such that if mesh π < S, then

\\x(t) - xπ(t)\\ < ε , a ^ t ^ b .

Unfortunately, we cannot simply apply his theorem, because it only
applies to first order integrals, and because although his integrands
are extremely general functions, they are nonstochastic. On the
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other hand, the hypotheses for Case 1 of our Theorems 2 and 3,
where the Cauchy polygons turn up, are sufficiently strong to make
a direct imitation of the proof of his theorem quite straightforward
(though there seems to be no way around a singularly gory com-
putation!). Thus the theorem we use is the following:

Cauchy Polygon Theorem. Suppose hypotheses (l)-(4) hold. Sup-
pose c£σ(ί, ω) and Cpσa(t9 ω) are processes adapted to ^~ which are
bounded on [a, b] uniformly in ω and which have a.s. continuous
sample paths. Suppose x(t, ω) is a solution to the system of equations

x*(t, ω) = y\ω) + Γ Σ 4*0*, o))xa(sf ω)dzp

Ja pa

Σ C£«(β, ω)x"(s, ω)dz"dza,

and suppose xπ(t9 a)) is the Cauchy polygon corresponding to x(t, ώ).
Then for every ε > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that if mesh π < d, then

||α;(ί, ώ) - xκ(t, ω) || < ε .

2* Proofs*

Preliminary Lemma. If / has property I2 as defined in the
statement of McShane's Theorem 3.1 in Section 1, and if hypotheses
(l)-(4) hold, then

I ^ \ [ [ II f(s) \\*

where K9 = K, + 2K2T and K10 = 2K1T
1^2 + KιJ\

Proof of Theorem 1. Existence: The proof of existence is an
application of the Picard method. Suppose XQ(t, ω) is an L2-norm
continuous stochastic process with X0(t, •) .^-measurable. If we
define X^t, ώ) as

Σ Cp*(s, ω)%o(s, ω)dz? + ( * Σ C;σα(s, ω)XQ(s,
p JO PO p , a

then X^t, ω) exists and is I/2-norm continuous, and Xx{b, •) is ^7-
measurable.

Proofs of all three of these statements are straightforward ap-
plications of standard arguments, assisted by Theorem 3.1 of [4] as
stated in §1 and the Preliminary Lemma.
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Iteration then permits us to define a sequence of processes
Xn(t, ω). There remains to be shown that the resulting sequence
converges, and that its limit satisfies (*). The latter argument is
again standard, but the former is a trifle trickier than usual, so we
provide some details:

I xi(t) - xi(t) II ^ IΓ Σ cU(s)[Xoa(s) - x?(
II JO ap

II
II J

Σ C;aa(s)ixm - Xϊ{s)]dz»dz°
o apσ

Let L be the bound on | c^J^s, ω) | and | Cpaa(s, ft)) | provided for in
the hypotheses. Then

Π|Σ4α(s) [X?(S) - Xo%s)]tds £ r
Jθ (I pa || J o II a

^ rU Γ || X^s) -X0(s) ||2 ds
Jo

and

Γ Σ C*σa(8)lXia(8) - Xoa(s)] ΐds £ r2L2[\\ Xfc) - X0(s) \\2ds ,
JOpσa II Jo

so if we let K2 = [K9r + Kmr^]nL, then

| | X2(ί) - XS) II2 ^ K^WX.is) - X0(s) II2ds .
J

But X0(t) and Xt{t) are both Z/2-norm continuous, hence there is a
constant M such that WX^s) - X0(s) \\ ^ M2 on [0, Γ], so we have

Using the above inequalities, it is simple to prove inductively that
for all n

\Xn(t) - X^it) ||2 ^ M/K[Ktr/nl , i.e.,

\Xn(t) - Xn^{t) || ^

But Σ,^ΛKt]nj2l(nψ2 converges uniformly for all ίe[0, T], by a
routine power series argument.

Hence by the Weierstrass comparison test, Σ5Γ=i II -3L»+I(*) ~ XΛt) II
converges uniformly on [0, T]. It follows that || Σ?=i [X»+ι(t)-X»(t)] II <
oo. But the A th partial sum of Σ"=o [Xn+i(t) - Xn(t)] is Xk(t) - X0(t).
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So the sequence X0(t), X$), converges uniformly in t, for a.a.α>.

Uniqueness. To prove uniqueness we re-apply several of the
above computations, this time to ||X(£) — Y(t) |[, where X and Y are
two solutions of / with the same initial random variable. The
induction this time yields that for any j

\\X(t)~ Y(t)\\* £(

Since

Σ WWλ < ~> II X(t) - Y(t) || - 0 for all t e [0, T] .
ό

Before proving Theorems 2 and 3 we need to make some obser-
vations about relevant Cauchy polygons. The Cauchy polygons asso-
ciated with equations I and II are

Σ
p,σ = l

Σ 1 - Σ AUt
h = l \ (0 = 1

Σ \-BUtj) + Σ

For the proofs of both theorems, we need to make the following
restrictions on the Cauchy partition π being used.

Choose ε > 0. We require that π be fine enough so that

<β/3 for all ίy e TΓ

(ϋ) IIΣ \y\ti) - V{M\ II < eβ for all t3 eπ .

This restriction on TΓ is justified by the Cauchy Polygon Theorem
stated at the end of §1.

(iii) For any tjf tj+1 in πf

where K is a constant determined from Aî , Bipσ in a manner defined
in the proof of Theorem 3. This restriction is made possible by
hypothesis (5) in the statement of the theorem.

(iv) mesh π 5g 1-
With these restrictions available, we are in a position to proceed to
the proof of Theorem 2.
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Case 1. Assume Ahp, BhPσ are uniformly bounded on [α, 6]. Highly
temporarily, let

θ = Σ AUiφiiti)^ + Σ

Then Iπ gives us that

[χi(ti+ι)¥ = H(tj)Y + m(tj)Yθ + 6[κ

= H(tj)Y + ΦUQYΣtAUt
hp

+ Φi(tj)Y Σ Blfβ(ti)
hpσ

+ 6[4(ίy)Γ Σ A\p(tJ)AUtj)xl(tj>xk,(ti)JjZ>'4*'
hkpσ

+ multitudinous terms, each containing from 3 to 8

Δ5z
p factors, 4 xi factors and various A{p and BiPσ factors. Now we

let

M= max (1, sup \AiP(t)\, sup \B{pβ(t)\)

i,p,σ,h,ω ί e [ α , & ] ί e [ α , 6 ]

and

v(tj) - max E([xi(tj)Y) .
i

What we are going to do is to show that there exists a number K
such that

v(tj+1) - v(td) ^ Kv{t3){tό+ι - tj) , i.e.,

Then we shall define a function v on the whole interval [a, b]
which is equal to v at t = t0, , tm, and apply Gronwall's Lemma to
v(t). From the result of the application we will be able to deduce
that

E((xi(tj)Y) ̂  J^Leib for all tj in π and i - 1, , n .

We have

and

Now for each fc we have
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(xϊ(t)yxkΛtj) ^ max (xi(tj)Y ^
i

It follows that

Using this we have

Σ Δ&) =

ί, ) [hyp. 4]

i.e.,

Similarly,

(ω]Σ
hpσ

Likewise

4(*;))2 Σ xhAt3)x
hkpσ

i + 1 - t3) .

Before tackling the remaining herd of terms we need to make
a few observations:

(a) By hypothesis (iii) in the choice of π

(tj+1 - t,Y = K*[b - a] a

Hence, using hypothesis (iv) in the choice of π,

'e c = 6^ 8

= K*[b - a] a e c = 6 ' 8

Let

Ύ7" &

2> 4> K*[b - a ] ) '

(b) From (a) and hypothesis 4 it follows that

. _ . ^B for c = 3, - . . , 8 .
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(c) In any term of the expansion of [xί(t3+ί)Y there are at most
4 factors of the form AiP(t3) or Bipa{t3). Hence the contribution
from such factors must be less than or equal to M\

So each of the remaining terms of the expansion must be less
than or equal to

\hklm

(where ge{3 , •••, 8})

^ M4n3r8Bv(t3)(t3+ι - t3) .

Counting coefficients, there are 66 such terms, so the total con-
glomeration of terms involving 3 or more 43z

σ's is

^ 66ilfVr8J3t;(ίi)(£i+1 - ty) .

Collecting all the information on the past several pages, we have
that if K = An'rK.M + AMn2r2K2 + 6M2n5r2K2 + 66ikf%3r85, then
v(tj+1) - v(tj) ^ Kv(td)(tj+1 - t3).

Summing up to j + 1 this gives

(**) v(tJ+ί) ^ v(t0) + K±v(ti)(ti+1 ~ U) .
<=o

We define a function v(t) on [α, &] by v(t) = ^(^), where ίy is the
largest partition point of π which is f£ t.

From (**), we have that

v(s)ds .
o

By GronwalΓs Lemma, if we can find a function satisfying

then we will have that

v(t) ^ g(t) for all t e [α, b] .

Let

Then
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g(s)ds = £-%&-. *Le* Ί = g(t) - v(t0) .
J<o eκt° K J«o

Hence

v(tj) ^ ^Lekt^ for all j .

eκtQ

Since eι increases with tf this gives us that

E{[x[(t3)Y} ^ J^Leib f o r a l l tdeπ a n d a l l i .

eκt0

Since [xiy is an increasing function, and since x\ approximates x\
this completes the proof of Case 1.

Case 2. The removal of the uniform boundedness of A\p and
Bipσ uses an argument which is a simplification of the argument used
to perform the same feat in Theorem 3; we will therefore omit it.

Proof of Corollary. Only one observation is needed in order to
make the proof of the corollary an exact imitation of the proof of
Theorem 2. That is the observation that the hypothesis that

= 0 uniformly
(t - s)2

on [α, b] for c = 6 and e = 2q implies the same hypothesis for any
n with 6 ^ n ^ 2q. This we get by applying Holder's inequality to
the product | zp(t) - zp(s) \6h \ zp(t) - zp(s) \2q\ where h=(2q- n)/(2q - 6)
and k = (n - 6)/(2q - 6).

Proof of Theorem 3. Remark. Since x\a), y\a) are bounded
a.e., by eliminating a set of measure zero we may consider them to
be bounded for all ω.

Second Remark. We have sufficient hypotheses to guarantee the
existence of a solution to II (using Theorem 1). It will, therefore,
suffice to show that this solution has the desired properties.

Case 1. Add on the hypothesis that AiP(t, ω), BiPa(t, ω) be uni-
formly bounded on [α, b] (i.e., bounded uniformly in ω). The first
part of the proof is a horrendous computation with Cauchy polygons.
What we want to consider is
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χi(tM(tj+1) - χi(tM(t3) = H(tj+ι) - χi(t3-M(tί+ί)
+ KXtj)[yi(tj+1) - yi(tj)] .

We use Iτ and IIπ to replace xi(tj+1) and yl(t3+1) and find that the
above yields

Σ ΔA Σ AUΦWMtj) - Σ AUt3H(tM(ti) \

±
p,a — l

- Σ
hk

- Σ BϊPo(t3H(tM(t3) + Σ
A = l A , f c = l

Δ3 tfΔάz°Δo z
τ\ - Σ = i BlPMx\{t3)A\τ{t3)yιM

U f̂e) ~B\στ(t3) + Σ A\τ(t,
A , 1 = 1 L fe=l

' t BiPσ(t3)\ -BL

Consider this term by term:
(1) Since we are summing also over i = 1, , n we can re-label
various terms:

Σ ® = ΣΔjA Σ ^U*i)a?ί(ίi)l/ί(ίi) - Σ A U ^ a ^ M * ; ) ! - 0 .
<=i P=I Kh,i=i A,-;=I )

Likewise for (2):

Σ ® = Σ ^ M

- Σ BiPa(t3)x*(t3)yi(t3) - Σ
h,i=l htkti-l

h,k,i=ι )

So what is needed to complete the proof is that ||ΣS=i® + ® II
can be made arbitrarily small.

To prevent writer's cramp we define Kikpσΐ(t3) and Kikpστ,χt3) by

TT"i (4- \ ~DΊ (4- \ Λ I (•!• \ i A i (+\\ 7?' // i _!_
J^-hlpoτ\yό) — •*->hpσ\vj)-£± iτ\yQ) \ **-hp\vj)\ •*->iστ\vj) ~Γ
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Since we assumed A{p and B{pa to be uniformly bounded on
[a, b] x Ω for i, h = 1, , n; p, σ = 1, , r, it follows that KilPaT{t)
and Klip,Ti,(t) must also be uniformly bounded on [a, b] x Ω. Say

We fix p. tf , r, and ί and consider summands of || ® ||.

Σ
U,fc=i

}
1/2

1/2

because (Tih,k%*(tj)y*(tj))2 is bounded and summable w.r.t J*7 r Now
(Δόz

pAμpAάz
τ)2 ^ (max1/=jOσr ^ 2V)6 For simplicity we assume the largest

is JjZp.

By hypothesis (iii) in the choice of π, if tjf ί, + 1 € π,

Then we have for tjf tj+1 e π,

So what we need is a bound on all terms

But

and Theorem 2 gives us a bound for .^{(^(ίy))4} and E{{yh

%{t3)Y}, so
we have the desired bound—call it B2.
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Plugging this into the above inequalities we see that

\\h,k II [o — a\

Hence even if \\®\\ varies as much as it can on each interval of π,
the total amount it varies on [a, b] is less than r*eB.

By the same argument, the total amount | | ® | | can vary over
[α, b] is less than r*Be.

It follows that

II xi(tJ+1)yi(ti+1) - xt(a)yt(a) | | < 2er'B ,

hence that

\\xπ(t3 +ί)yκ(td+1) - xπ(a)yπ(a) | | < 2er*Bn .

Now

\\x(ts+l)y(ts+1) - x(a)y(a)\\ ^ \\x(tj+1)y(tj+1) - Xπ(tj+I)yπ(tj+1)\\

+ \\Xπ(tj+1)yπ(tj+1) - xπ(a)yπ(a)\\ + \\xπ(a)yπ(a) - x(a)y(a)\\

£\\x(tj+j[y(ts+d - yx(tj+ι)]\\

+ II Mtj+1) - xπ(tj+1)]yπ(tj+1) II + 2er*Bn + 0 .

Since all hypotheses for Theorem 1 are satisfied, x(t, α>) and y{t, ω)
could be arrived at by a Picard type process. It follows that ||ίc(£)ll

and \\yπ{t)\\ are uniformly bounded; say ! ! ? β J U ^B for all t. By
11 Vπ \y) 11 j

our choice of π, we then have

) - x(a)y(a) \\ ^ 2Bε + 2er4Bn = (2B

Since any point of [α, b] can be a division point of a Cauchy parti-
tion, we therefore have that

x(t)y(t) = x(a)y(a) a.s.

Case 2. We now remove the spare hypothesis of uniform bound-
edness and assume merely that AiP(t, ώ) and Bipa(t, oή are bounded
on [α, b] for a.a.α>. For simplicity we shall drop the subscripts on
A and B, since they are now irrelevant. Define

., x , lA\t, ω) if A\8, ώ)SN for all β ̂  ί
A%

N(t,ω) to be
(0 if not

Ί [B% ω) if B%s, ω)<N for all s < t
B*N(t,ω) to be ; ' K' J~

(0 if not

x%(t, ω), y^it, ω) to be the solutions to I and II obtained by substitut-
ing A\ and Bj, for Ai and B\
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Using the metric of convergence in probability defined by

d p ( u , v) = i n f {d: P(\ u - v | ^ δ ) < d}

we shall show that for each t,

[X% ω)y% ω) - χ\a, ω)y\a, ω)]j = 0 .

'(ί, <o)y% ω) - χ\a, ω)yi(af α

*% <o)v% ω) - x\{t, ω)yi

N{t,

Σ [«M«, ωJi/Uα, α>) - x\a, ω)yi(a,ω)]} .

By our opening remark, a?*(α, α>) and 2/*(α, ω) are bounded, hence
if N is large enough, the third term is zero.

By Case 1, the second term is zero.
That leaves the first term.
Fix ε > 0. Since A* and B* are bounded on [α, b] for a.a.ω,

there exist NΛt, NBi such that

P{A*NAi(t, ώ) Φ A% ω)} < ε/2

P{B%Bi{t, ώ) Φ B% ω)} < ε/2 .

Let

N = max {NΛt, NBι} .
j = l,...,α

Then

P{AJr(ί, ω) gt A% ώ) or 5i(ί, ω) Φ B% ω)} < e/2 .

Hence

Pix^t, ω) Φ x% ω) or y{

N(t, ω) Φ y% ω)} < ε/2 .

So

P J £ I a;4(ί, o))i/«(ί, ω) - «Mί, o>)yUt, ω)} ^ ε/2j < ε/2 .

Hence

d P ( Σ [x% ω)y% ω) - xi(t, ω)yi

N{t, ω)]j ^ ε/2 < e.

Since ε was arbitrary,
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) = 0 .

So

( ) = 0 .

Since ίc* and y' are a.s. continuous, it follows that

Σ »'(*, ω)2/*(ί, ω) = Σ *'(«, ω)2/'(α, ω) a.s.
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